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Abstract. Two methods for proving the correctness of data representations are presented which 
emplo> a mathematical relation hetween the data values in a representation and those in its 
abstract model. One method reflects the behavioural equivalence relation of abstract data type 
theory. and the other a new “hehavioural inclusion” notion that formalizes the idea of a “partial 
representation” of a data type. 
These correctness concepts and proof methods are strictly more general than the conventional 
ones based on abstraction functions, and they are no longer affected by “implementation bias” 
in specifications. 
1. Pntroduct~on 
The concept of a data type being a “representation” of another data type was 
first formalized by Milner [ 141 and Hoare [I$]. Milner’s definition uses a mathematical 
relation between the values in the representation and those they represent; Hoare‘s 
definition is more restrictive and uses an “abstraction function’* from the representa- 
tion values to the ones represented. Hoare’s concept has been so widely used in 
computer science that we shall refer to it as “standard representation.” 
More recently, the theory of abstract data types has begun to deal with the notion 
of the “observable behaviour’” of a data type [I, 3,5, 10, 13,17,19,20,23]. Here, 
data types are regarded as many-sorted algebras, and an algebra is regarded as a 
correct representation of another algebra, if it is “behaviourally equivalent” to it. 
This correctness notion is more general than standard representation, as there exist 
behaviourally correct representations of an algebra that are not standard representa- 
tism QF it (an example wi!l be given in Section 4 k?nN 
I% pqm in~rodwces a “‘behavio~urlal inclusimf’ rehtion bctwckn partial many- 
sorted dgebras, @weby gm%eralizing lthe partial Bmpletient~tlorP eaw@pt Of [ 12, 
p* 3221, which is based 0x91 abstraction fWncttons. Behavi0uraE inchision formalizes 
the in~portant i&a of a ‘“panzia9” or“‘resttictcdqq representatfon of a dat#a type. Such 
partial re~~~se~tatio~s ccur f’equeztt’Cy in practice, namely, whenever the 
im~ie~e~t~~io~ of a ldtata type imposts a size restriction on the values tkt can be 
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The idea of the definition is that a data type A is “behaviourally included” in a 
data type B if every computation that “succeeds’ ’ in A (i.e., that terminates normally 
and produces a result value) succeeds in f.3 too, and produces the same result in 
case the results are observable (there may, however, be more computations that 
succeed in B thati in 44). If this condition holds, the data type A is a **partial 
representation** of 13, because all computations that produce an observable result 
in B wiII either produce the same result in A or will fail (e.g., by causing an abnormal 
program exit 1. 
The behavioural inclusion relation is a preordering, and its induced equivalence 
is the behavioural equivalence relation studied previously in [ 1, 10,13,19,20,23). 
‘t/crifying behavioural relations between data types directly can sometimes be 
dilkult, because it may require one to analyse the interaction of’ the input and 
output operations of the data types. A convenient proof method is offered by the 
characterization theorems presented in Section 3. 
These theorems say that one algebra is behaviourally included in another, if and 
only if there exists a “correspondence” between them, and that two algebras are 
hehaviourally equivalent, if and only if there exists a “strong correspondence” 
between them. Correspondences and strong correspondences are relations between 
the carrier sets of the algebras (i.e., relating the values of the data types) that are 
“compatible” with the operations. The advantage of using such relations is that 
compatibility with the operations can be verified for each operation separately. 
The practical use of correspandiences and strong correspondences is demonstrated 
in Section 4, where representations of a “string*’ data type are proved correct. These 
examples cannot be proved correct using abstraction functions, and hence they 
show that the behavioural representation concepts are strictly more general than 
the concepts of Hoare [ 81 and Kamin and Archer [ 121, which are based on abstraction 
functions. 
In the terminology of Jones [II, pp. 259-2651, the “string” specificaGon would 
be said to have an ‘Implementation bias” or to be “biased,” because it has 
behavioural representations that cannot be proved correct using abstraction func- 
tions. Jones discusses various remedies for this, such as rewriting biased 
specifications. It will be argued below that such changes should be avoided, because 
they may affect design steps (modules) of a program that have already been 
completed. It is better to use correspondences to prove one’s representations correct, 
as this method is unaffected by bias. In Jones’ opinion, using relations (i.e., cot~ee 
spondences) leads to “unwieldy proofs” [ 11, p. ZW]. The examples in SW&G 4 
below exhibit no such unwieldiness, and thus recommend ~~G~~+~~~~&tzr~~e~ a% ,i 
s~tutitin to the inmpkmentation bias pr&km. 
Since this paper first appezwaed in preprht km [ 221, Nipkow [ M] has generked 
the correspondence concept to data tlypes with nonde~e;mPinistic o,persttions. H(oare, 
He and Sanders [7,9] also develiaped a relational proof method f’or repflesentatioms 
of ~~nd~t~~~~~~stie data types that eliminates the impk~entation bias problem. 
This ~~~~~~~b ~~ti~~s by intr~~u~in cial data wslrlue “I”‘ 
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and allows computations over a data type and over its representation to succeed or 
fail independentiy of each other. 
2. Behavioural correctness concepts for data representations 
We first review the familiar concepts ‘“signature,” “partial algebra,” “terms” and 
their “evaluation.” The behavioural correctness concepts are then introduced after 
Definition 2.5. 
Definition 2.1. If R is a relation (in particular, a partial function or a mapping), 
then “dom R” denotes its domain, “ran R” its range, and “R”” its converse. 
The notation ‘*Q ; R” denotes the composition of two relations in diagrammatic 
order, l ‘R/ V” denotes the domain restriction of the relation R to V: R/ V = 
((.r,y)~ R1.x~ V}. 
ff A and B are sets, . ‘*/Y A*B‘. means that f is a partial function from A to f3. 
If S is a set, an S-sorted set is a family of sets indexed by S. An S-sorted relation 
( S-sorted partial .funcrion, S-sorted mapping) between S-sorted sets X and Y is a 
family R = (R,),, s, such that each R, is a relation (partial function, mapping) from 
X, to Y,. We also use the notations *‘j’: X- Y, ” “f: X + Y” to denote that , . f is an 
S-sorted partial function or mapping from X to k: 
We write “S’” for the set of finite sequences (“words”) of elements of a set Se 
Members of S* are written in the form “(s,, . . . 5 sJ or ‘3,. . . s”“; the symbol “0” 
denotes concatenation of sequences. 
Definition 2.2. A signature is a pair 
Z =(.$a: F+S*xS), 
where S and F are disjoint sets, containing the sort symbols (or serfs) and the 
function symbols of Z, respectively. For f in F, the value a( .f ) is the type of j’ in Z’, 
and if a(f) =(s,. . .s,,, r), we write “S: q.. .s, + t in C.” 
Definition 2.3. Let 2 = (S, a : F --) S* x S) be a signature. A partial algebra of sig- 
nature Z: (short 2Galgelwa )1is a mapping A with domain S w F (A(x) is written 
“A,“) such that whenever $: s, . . . s, + r in 2, then 
For s in S, the set A, is a cartier of A, and for f ibl L, the partial functkh A, is a 
fun&m sf A. 
In a “tstal a4rgebra.,“” kl functions would have to be total. The advarttage of partial 
algebras tcj, model data types and operations of programs is that they provide a 
convenient way to model those exceptions &at are not processed any further within 
ram (i.e., nantermination and exceptions that cause an immediate abnormal 
progjc8n-i exit ). 
Definition 2.4. Let ,V = (S, a : F --, S” x S) be a signature and let A’ be a V-sorted set 
where V c S. The S-sorted set T1 (X 1 of 2‘- terms over X is the componentwise 
smallest family of subsets of (S u F ‘.J IJ, , X, I* that satisfies 
(b) f:s ,__. s,,+r in E, t,~T\(x),, for ic (l,..., n) 
==3 (_n”tlo- . -0 r,~T,tXl,. 
Note that clause (a) cannot be simplified to read **XI G Tz t X 1, for L’ c V9’* as is 
often done, because terms generated by this clause could clash with terms generated 
by clause (b). In the definition above, clashes cannot occur, because S and F are 
disjoint and thus terms generated by the two clauses begin with different symbols. 
Definition 2.5. Let 2‘ = (S, CR : F 4 S” x S) be a signature, let A be a Z-algebra, and 
let V c S. Recall that A/ V = (A, )I , . The ec.alrratim jirncthn from T?, ( A/ V) to 
A/S is the least (with respect to componentwise graph inclusion 1 S-sorted partial 
function 4 that satisfies 
(a) t=(l:_x)with P-E VandsEA, 3&(t)=_\; 
(b) t = (f} 0 14, 0 l l 0 0. u., with J: s,. . A,, --, r in z, 
IJ, E dom & for i E (1, . . . , n}, (&,,( N, 1, . . . , b,,,( II,, 1)~ dom A, 
Note that in this definition of ‘*evaluation,” a term can be evaluated (i.e., is in 
the domain of the evaluation function) only if all its subterms can. 
We are now ready to compare the “beh;tuiocr” of two algebras of the same 
signature. For this purpose, terms are regarded as “computations,” whose results 
ire the two algebras are compared. 
The sorts of the signature are divided into two classes: into %sik!e*’ and “hid+n” ______ 
sorts. The idea is that values of visible sorts can be generated and inspected directly, 
whereas the only way to generate and inspect values of hidden sorts is by rnCp..ns 
of the operations of the algebras. 
This distinction between visible and hidden sorts occurs n~tt~#~ ir;l? pracirce- &s 
visible sorts are those via which a program or program module communicates with 
its environment, while the hidden sorts are those that are private to the program or 
module. In [23, pp. 201-2051 it is argued that even more restrictive representation 
concepts such as standard representation must be based on such a distinction, for 
otherwise they would allow useless representations that do not even depend on the 
data type to be represented. 
In the following definition, V is the set of visible sorts with respect to which the 
behaviour of the algebras is to be compared. 
Definition 2.6. Let E = (S, CY : F + S* x S) be a signature, and let V be a subset of 
S. Let A and B be I-algebras with evaluation functions 
d,:T~:A,‘W*A/S, &T\(B,‘V)++B/S. 
The algebra A is V-hehavinural~~ included in B (written “As- v B”), iff 
(a) VW V: A, c B,, 
(b) Vs E S: dom (di, c dom 41,. and 
(c) VCE V,rEdomdi,:Ji,(r)=~,(1). 
The algebras A and B are V-hekaviourall~ equivalent (written “A = \. B*‘), iff A G \ B 
and Bs,A. 
It follows trivially from the definition that 6 \’ is a preordering and z= ,, is an 
equivalence relation on any set of Z-algebras. 
TO understand the definition, one may regard terms as *‘computations.*’ The terms 
of TL (A/ V) are composed of function symbols of C and values of A/ V, and 
evaluating these terms means to perform the computations by applying the operations 
to the values. That the terms are built over A/ V means that values of the visible 
sorts of A i the elements of A/ V) can be freely used as “input” to computations. 
Clause (a) says that all visible values of A are also visible values of B, and it implies 
that all Z-terms over A/ V are also Z-terms over B/ V (i.e., that T1 (A/ V) E TL (B/ V) 
componentwise). Clause (b) says that computations that succeed in A succeed in 
B also; and clause (c) says that for succeeding computations of visible sort, the 
result values are the same. 
The l *behavioural inclusion” relation formalizes the idea of “partial” or “restric- 
ted” representations of data types, where the representation may abort when its 
capacity is exceeded. Such partial representations occur frequently in practice, 
namely, whenever the implementation of a data type imposes a size restriction on 
the values that can be represented (cf. [ 121). For example, integers are often 
implemented as words of fixed size; implementations of lists and sets often impose 
bounds on their length or cardinality. One might even argue that, because all real 
machines and storage devices are finite, every concrete representation of a type with 
infinitely many values must be partial. 
The algebras A and B are behaviourally equi4r?uc, x Wv haW ;:a~ same visible 
values (and hence the same computations), if all computations f4 or succeed 
simultaneously in A and B, and if succeeding computations of visible sorts yield 
the same results. In this case, the algebra B is a behaviourally correct representation 
of A (and vice versa, a symmetry that is lacking in representation concepts based 
on abstraction functions). 
The idea of using “behavioural equivalence” of algebras in the study of data 
types probably first appeared in a paper by Giarratana, Gimona, and Montanari 
f3], Many slight variants of the concept exist 4 Hupbach and Reichel [IO] give a 
comparison, Sannella and Tarlecki [ 19. pp. t67f.l a broad classification]; the 
definition used here seems especially suitable for programming, and has been studied 
by several authors before [ I, 13,20]. 
The preordering “behavioural inclusion” results from combining the “partial 
implementation” concept of Kamin and Archer [ 12 1, which is based on abstraction 
functions, with the behaviour idea. It is similar in spirit to the “covering” relation 
between automata [4]. 
3. Proof methods for khaviouraf correctness 
This section defines “correspondences” and “‘strong correspondences” between 
partial algebras and employs these concepts in characterization theorems for the 
behavioural inclusion and equivalence relations. On the basis of these theorems, 
correspondences and strong correspondences can be used to establish behavioural 
relations between partial algebras, and hence to prove that a data type is a (partial) 
behavioural representation of another one. 
Defiaitioa 3.1. Let Z =(S, Q : f + S* x S) be a signature. and let A and B be 2- 
algebras. A correspondence from A to B is an S-sorted relation G = (G, c_ A, x B,),. s 
such that 
whenever f: J, . _ . s, --* r in E, 
(x~,_q)~G,~ foriE{l,..., n}, 
6 , , . _ . , .u,) E dom A,, 
then Q.8,.--, y”,) E dam 23#, 
(A,(x t ,... ..l.l, B,~y,....,?;,)kG,. 
Given a subset V of S, call G a V-correspondence if, in addition, for all CE V: 
A,c I&. and G, is the inclusion function from A,. to B,. (i.e., G,. = {(x, X)IXE A,)). 
One might say that a relation is a correspondence, if it is “compatible” with each 
of the operations. “Compatibility” with a function f here means that whenever f 
has a result in A for some arguments, then it has a related result in B when appliki 
to related arguments. 
The ( V-Jcorrespondences between algebras of some fixed signature form a 
category for every V (with composition the componentwise relational compositlonb. 
The correspondence concept has been developed independently at about the same 
time by Nipkow [IS] and by the author [22], in both cases as a generalization of 
the author’s “strong correspondences” [21, Definition 6.11, which are given in 
Definition 3.5 below. The concept is similar in spirit to the “weak homomorphisms” 
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used by Ginzburg anJ Yoeii [4] to characterize coverings of automata. Gr5tzer.s 
“homumorphisms” [6, p. 811 and the “partial homomorphisms” of Kamin and 
Archer [ 121 are correspondences whose components are ail total functions. 
Given a relation G between the carriers of two X-algebras A and !3, we can state 
the correspondence property of G in the following concise form: 
foreve~J:.~i...s,+rin 2: (G’“),,,;A,sB, ;Gy. 
Here G‘ is the componentwise converse of G, and G,, , for s = sl . . l s, is the relation 
between A,, x. l 0 x A,n and B,, x l l l x Bs, defined by 
U.X ,,...,. u,,), (_v~,~.~,_v,,)~ G,,, :@ (x,,y,9~: G,, for i~{l,..., n). 
The formula shows that on total algebras, a correspondence is just the converse of 
a “downward simulation” in the sense of [7,9]. 
The following theorem characterizes behaviourai inclusion by means of correspon- 
deiaces. 
Theorem 3.2. Let E he a signature, let V be a subset of its sorts, and let A and B be 
E-algebras. Then A is V-behavioural!,? included in B, if and only if there exists a 
V-correspondence from A to B. 
For the proof, two lemmas are required. 
Lemma 33. Let II = (S, a : F + S’ x S) be a signature, let V c S, let A and B be 
X-algebras, let G be a V-correspondence from A to B, and let 4 : Tz (A/ V)++A/S and 
(I/:Tk( B/ V)-B/S6 e th e evaluation functions. Ifs E Sand t E dom &, then tE dom #, 
and (4,(0, tW9k G,. 
Proof. We prove by structural induction over terms t E U,, s TL (A/ V),, that if s E S 
and t E dom &, then t E dom $, and (#J I), e,(t)) E G,. 
Consider t and s such that s E S and t E dom 4%. Then t E Tz(A/ V),, and there 
are two cases: 
Case 1. SE V and t=(s,x) with XEA , : As G is a V-correspondence, we have 
XE B, and (W9, W99 = b, x9 E G,. 
Case 2. t=(fq)ou,---oun with f:r,... r,+s in C and uiETg(A/V)r, for ic 
(1 ,***, n}: Since TV dom &, we have by definition of 4: 
uiEdom4,, for k(l)..., n}, 
(dz,,( u, ), l l l , di,,,( u,, 99 E dam A,, 
A09 = A,(#,,(u,9,. . . , &,,b,b 
By the inductive hypothesis, u, E dom ~5, and (&( ui ), &, ( Ui )) E G, for i E ( 1, . . . , n)= 
As G is a correspondence, it follows that ‘Jr,,(u,), . . . , &( u,)) E dom B,, and 
b#ts(t9,4ut99 
= ~AfuJ49, l l l , d+,,(u,99, ~~(~r,iu,9,. l l , rcI,,,(un999 E G. f~ 
5s 
Lemma 3.4. Let A and B he algebras of signature Z = (S, (Y : F + S* x S), let V c S, 
and let 4 : Tl (A/ V )-A/S and $ : T2 ( B/ V b B/S be the evaluation _firnctinns. [f 
A < &. B, then the S-sorted relation G dqfined by G, = cb, ; & is the least V-correspan- 
denceJronr A to B Hvith respect to the conrportent~~ire .uhet ordering. 
Proof. First, we show that G is a correspondence from A to B. For s E S, we have 
G, c A, x B,, because dom (B5 = ran 4, c A, and ran $, c B,. Now let f: .sl. . . s,, + r 
in E, and let (x,, ?; ) E G,, for i E { 1, _ . . , n} be such that (s, , . . . , s,) E dom A,. Then 
for iE{t,..., n) we can choose II, E dom &, A dom &,# c TI t A/ VI,, such that 
(b,, ( u, ) = .~r, and $,, ( u, ) = ?;. Let t := (f> Q II, 0 l - - = 14,. This is a term in T1 ( ,4/ V),, 
and because (s, , . . . , _r,,)c dom A,, it follows that t c dom &,. Since A < \ B, we have 
‘t E dom & ; in particular, (_I*, , . . . , y,,) E dom B,. It follows that 
(A,(s ,,.. 9-v,,), B,(_r ,,...r y,,)) 
This shows that G is a correspondence from A to B. 
To see that G is a V-correspondence, note first that for t’ E V, we have A, C_ B,.. 
because A 6 \- B. Furthermore, for x E A,., we have x = 6, (( ~7, x)) = cl/,.( (c; s)), hence 
(x, x) E G,.. Thus, {(x, s) 1 x E A,.) c G,.. Conversely, if L? E V and (-\I, ~9 E G,. = & ; et , 
there exists t E dom &,. n dom cfr,. such that 4, ( I) = x and &,.( t ) = _r. By Definition 
2.6(c), this implies that x = _E Hence G,. c_ {(x, ..I 1 x E A,.). Together with the converse 
inclusion just proved, this shows that G,. is the inclusion map from A,. to B,., and 
hence that G is a V-correspondence. 
Finally, to see that G is the least V-correspondence from A to B, suppose that 
H is any V-correspondence from A to B, and let s E S and (x, _r ) E G,. Then we can 
choose t E dom 4, TS dom 9, such that 4,(t) = x and &( t) = y. By the previous lemma, 
applied to the V-correspondence H, we have (x, y ) = ( c$,( t), &( t 1) E If,. Thus, 
G, c_ H, for all s E S. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let 2 = (S, a : F + S* x S) be an algebraic signature, let V s S, 
and let A and B be Z-algebras. 
if A+ B, there exists a V-correspondence from A to B by Lemma 3.4. 
Conversely, suppose that there exists a V-correspondence G from A to !3. By 
definition, A,. c B,. for L’ E V Let 4: T,( A/ V)*A/S and ~5: TJ B/ V)wB/S be 
the evaluation functions. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that dom 4, c dom tic for ah 
sES,andthatifoE Vand tEdomcb,.,then(cb,(t),IL,.(t))EG,.={(_r,x)lxEA,).~ncl 
hence &J t) = &.(t). Thus, A is V-behaviourally included in R. “3 
We now develop a similar characterization of the behavioural equivalence relation 
by means of “strong correspondences.” 
Definition 3.5. Let Z = {S, CT : F --, S* x S) be a signature, and let A and B be X- 
algebras. A strong correspondence between A and B is a correspondence G from A 
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to B whose converse G ’ = (G’, ),, s is a correspondence from B to A. For V a subset 
of S, ;aC”I G a strong V-correspondence, if both G and G” are V-correspondences. 
A correspondence G from A to B is a strong cortetipondence, if for related 
argument tuples (x,, . . . . -GA (_h 9 l l l 9 y,,,) to a function J we have 
b, 9 . . . , x,,) E dom A, @ (y, , . . . , _I,,) E dom IS,, 
rather than just the implication from left to right. This means that A, and I3,. both 
succeed or both fail on related arguments, and, as for correspondences, their results 
are related if they succeed. 
The strong ( V-)correspondences between algebras of some fixed signature form 
a category for every V (with composition the componentwise relational compo- 
sition ). 
If we require that all components of a strong correspondence be total functions, 
we obtain a “strong homomorphism” in the sense of Grgtzer 16, p. 811. Grgtzer’s 
“strong congruences” [6, p. 821 are strong correspondences from an algebra to itself 
whose components are equivalence relations. The combination of “representation 
invariant” and “abstraction function,” which was introduced by Hoare [8], and 
which has formed the basis of most practical and theoretical concepts of data 
representation, can be regarded as a strong correspondence whose componentc are 
all partial functions (the domains of the functions constitute the representation 
invariant). We shall call such a strong correspondence an “abstraction function.” 
The following characterization theorem can be interpreted as saying that it is 
unnecessary to restrict oneself to abstraction functions when proving the correctness 
of data representations, because arbitrary strong correspondences may be used for 
this purpose (methods similar to this are proposed by Milner 1141 and Reynolds 
[ 18, p. 3 111 and hinted at in Jones’ book [ 11, p. 2641). 
Theorem 3.6. Lef G be a signature, let V be a subset of its sorts, and let A and B be 
Z-algebras. men A is V-behaviourall_y equivalent to B, if and onl_v if there exists a 
strong V-correspondence b trtyeen A and B. * 
Proof. Suppose first that there exists a strong V-correspondence G from A to B. 
As both G and G” are V-correspondences, Theorem 3.2 yields that A s v B and 
B 5 ,A; i.e., that A = B/ B. 
Conversely, if A = v B, we obtain from Lemma 3.4. with 4 ?+ ~J’J +-y: evaluation 
functions as in the lemma, that 4’ ’ ; # is a V-co,respondence from to B, and 
(applying the lemma with A and B, C$ and $ interchangddi that (i/l’ ; 4 is a 
V-correspondence from B to A. But $’ ’ ; t$ is the converse of 4” ; 4 and thus 
4” ; $ is the desired strong V-correspondence between A and B. q 
Similar characterizations, using slight variants of the strong correspondence 
concept, can be obtained for other “behavioural equivalence” relations studied in 
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the literature. For example, Reichel’s “behavioural 
characterized by strong correspondences that are 
ran 63, = B, for all s E S) and bijective on the visible 
equivalence” concept [ 171 is 
“bitotal” (i.e., dom G, = A,, 
sorts; the concept of Goguen ! 
and Meseguer [5, p_ 2761 requires additionally that the strong correspondence be 
the identity on the visible sorts.. The “extensional equivalence” of Troy and Wirsing 
[2] is matched by strong correspondences that are bijective on the visible sorts. 
4. Examples and comparison with abstraction function concepts 
We have seen that behavioural inclusion and equivalence between partial algebras 
are characterized by correspondences and strong correspondences. This result allows 
one to prove an algebra behaviourally equivalent to (behaviourally included in) 
another one by exhibiting a strong correspondence (correspondence) between the 
algebras. In general, this seems to be more convenient than comparing the evaluation 
functions as suggested by Definition 2.6. 
The following example illustrates how the strong correspondence proof method 
can be applied in practice. Assume types bowl and char to be given with value sets 
{T, F) and C, respectively. Let E be the signature 
sorts boo& char, string 
fns single: char -, string 
occurs: char string + boo/ 
join: string string --, bool, 
and let A be the following E-algebra: 
A htwl = IT. FL 
A char = c, 
A PWWI~ = c*, 
A wl*l,~w = w, 
A,,,,,,(~, y) = .x 0 y, 
A WC”rr(-& s) = 
1 
T, if x E ran s, 
F, if xgrans. 
The algebra A can be seen as defining an abstract data type string, wlbetri: kMJc’ ad 
char are visible sorts, string is hidden, and the three functibiis ~3 the onty m;rir,s 
of manipulating values of type string. The problem now is to design an implementa- 
tion of this abstract data type. 
The encapsulation of the sm’ng data type has an interesting consequence. Namely, 
the only output operation is occurs, and the result of this function depends only on 
the range of its second argument, that is, on the set of char values (short “chars”) 
occurring in the string. An implementation eed only store information about the 
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set of cltars in a string; i: need not preserve sequence information or store chars 
that occur repeatedly. 
The reader might now wonder whether A would not better be called a specification 
of “sets” rather than of “strings.” This would find support in Jones’ book [l I, 
pp. 259-2651, where specifications such as A, in which the values preserve more 
information than strictly necessary, are said to have an “implementation bias.” Jf 
one uses abstraction functions to prove data representations correct, such a bias 
may make it difficult to prove representations correct that do not “fit” with the bias, 
i.e., that do not preserve at least as much information as the values in the specification. 
Jones therefore suggests that one might check specifications for bias and rewrite 
them if bias is found [ 11, pp. 261-2651. 
However, in a top-down program development, a specification might be developed 
in the course of designing the modules that use it. Only after the specification has 
been completed, perhaps after operations required by several diflerent modules 
have been contributed to it, can implementation bias be detected. Rewriting the 
specification at that point would affect the already completed modules that use the 
specification. 
In our example, one might initially have used the value set “string = C*” in order 
to ensure that sufficient information could be represented; then in the course of 
developing modules using the srring data type one would determine the access 
operations required. Only after this process has been completed and a final, fixed 
set of access operations has been arrived at, can observations about the implementa- 
tion bias of the specification be made. At this point, however, it would be too late 
to rewrite the specification of the type string and its access operations, as it may 
already have been used in the correctness arguments of the modules using the type, 
and these arguments would become invalid. 
Thus, eliminating biased specifications by rewriting may be costly, because 
modules that depend on them may have to be verified again. The advantage of the 
behavioural correctness concepts over the abstraction function approach is that they 
are not affected by implementation bias in a specification. 
Let us return to the implementation of the sfting data type. To keep matters 
simple, assume that our programming language provides a data type of “lists” 
(which we write in the form “fx,, . . . , x,)“), with the familiar access operations 
nil( ) = () 
for n3 1: 
hd((x Ir...,Xn))=X* 
Wx, , . . * , X”)) = (x2,. . . ) x,). 
We use this type as the representation of the string data type. It is easy to write 
code for the operations single and OCCW.S that agrees with the specifications in A. 
The observation that it is unnecessary to store repeated elements of a string is 
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exploited in the following storage-efficient code for joirt: 
join ( s, I ) = if lenglh ( s I= 0 then I 
else if occw.s( id s, I ) then join ( fl s, I 1 
else join ( tl s, cons( hd s, t ) 1. 
Now let B be the E-algebra that we obtain by this, i.e., let B be obtained from A 
by letting B,,,,,, be the function defined by the code above. 
To prove that B is (booi, char}-behaviourally equivalent to A, we show that the 
following relation G is a strong correspondence from B to A: 
G rmrrl( = { ( s, s’) E C* x C* 1 ran s = ran s’}, 
Ghru,, and G,hur the identities. 
As the operations of both algebras are total, it is only necessary to show that they 
map corresponding arguments to corresponding results. 
For single, we have to show that if (x, ~‘1 E G ,.,, a,, i.e., x = x’, then 
( kr,J -r 1, A,ny,c (-0 = U-d, (-WE G,,,,ng. 
which is trivial, and for occurs, we have to show that if (x, x’) E Gt-har and (s, s’) E 
G, ,,,” R, i.e., x = x’ and ran s = ran s’, then B,, ,.,,, ( X, s) = A,,_J x’, s’), which also is 
trivial. 
Finally, for the join operation, we have to show that if (s, s’) E Gornnp and ( 1, 1’) E 
G o,,,nx, i.e., ran s = ran s’ and ran I = ran I’, then 
t &,b, f 1, A,,,&‘, 0) E Lnp, 
i.e., that ran S,,,,,(s, f) = ran A ,,,, (s’, 1’). But from the definition of A ,,,,” it is clear 
that ran A,,,,,,( s’, 1’) = ran s‘u ran I’, and it is easy to prove by induction on the 
length of S, that ran I?,,,,,( S, f ) = ran s u ran t: The base of the induction is length(s) 
= 0; in the inductive step one distinguishes the cases occurs( MS, 1) = T and 
occurs( hd s, t) = F. 
Hence, G is a {bool, char}-strong correspondence between l3 and A, and by 
Theorem 3.6, A and B are {boo!, chat)-behaviourally equivalent. Practically, this 
means that B is a correct representation of the string data type specified by A. 
We obtain a partial implementation B’ of the string data type, if we restrict the 
Wing carrier to contain only strings up to a maximum length MUX (assume MUX 2 1 
to keep the single operation unaffected), i.e., 
B :rrinR =(SE C*Ikngrh(s)s MUX}, 
and modify the code for the join operation so that it aborts if the rc~u!? W~:Q 7 _ d -!! 
Iwe length greater than MUX: 
join& f) = if Iength(s) =O then t 
else if occurs( hd s, t) then join( rl s, t) 
else if length ( t ) 2 MUX then Error( ) 
else join( rf s, cons( hd s, 1)). 
Here, “Error” is the partial function of zero arguments whose result is undefined. 
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The ::lgebra B’ thus defined is a “weak subalgebra” [6, p. 811 of B: its carriers 
are subsets of those of B, and whenever its operations are defined, they yield the 
same results as those of B. This is equivalent to saying that the (many-sorted) 
inclusion function from the carriers of B’ to those of B is a correspondence from 
B’ to B. It follows that B’ is behaviourally included in B and A. 
To show directly that B’ is behaviourally included in A, we can use the correspon- 
dence G’: 
cm, = {(s, t ) E B:,,,,,c x A,,,,,* 1 ran s = ran t) 9 
G; ,,,,, I and G& the identities. 
To show that G’ is a correspondence, we have to show that whenever an application 
of an operation in B’ to some arguments yields a result, then the same operation 
in A, applied to corresponding arguments, will yield a corresponding result. This 
is proved in the same way as lk strong correspondence property of G above. 
Thus, G’ is a {hod, clear}-correspondence from B’ to A. Applying Theorem 3.2, 
we obtain that 63’ is (hool, ckar}-behaviourally included in A. This means that B’ is 
a correct partial representation of the string data type specified by A. 
The preceding examples show that strong correspondences provide a proof method 
for the behavioural correctness of data representations that is as simple as the 
conventional proof method of “representation invariant” plus “abstraction function” 
[8] to prove the standard representation property. 
The examples also show that behavioural equivalence is strictly more general 
than standard representation: if the set C of char values has at least three elements, 
then neither of the behaviouraily equivalent algebras A and B is a standard rep- 
resentation of the other as wil! now be shown. 
Recall that standard representation would require the existence of a strong 
correspondence consisting only of partial functions. However, there is no such 
strong correspondence between A and B. This follows from Lemma 3.4, which states 
that pairs consisting of the respective evaluations of the same term are contained 
in every correspondence between two algebras. Suppose that X, y, and z are three 
distinct values of C, and consider the following three terms and their evaluations 
in A and 8: 
tertn I 
join 4 joint singie( x 1, sing14 _r 11, .ringM : ) 1 
@in( singlet x I, joinr singk%_v 1, singkt : )) 1 
joini join(single(y), singldx)), singlet 2)) 
(this table uses an informal notation for terms; the first term, for example, would 
be written (join, join, single, char, x, single, char, y, single, char, z) in the formal 
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notation of Definition 2.4). From the table we see that whenever G is a correspon- 
dence from A to B, then the three pairs 
I ((_I$ x, z), CT* y, 3 1 
are elements of G,,,,,,. Thus G.,,,, cannot be a partial function in either direction. 
The same argument shows that if Max 2 3, then no “partial homomorphism*’ in 
the sense of Kamin and Archer [ 121 exists from I3’ to A. Thus the behavioural 
inclusion relation is strictly more general than the “partial implementation” concept 
introduced in [ 121. 
The example shows a behaviourally correct representation B that is not a standard 
representation of the specification A. This can only happen if A has an implementa- 
tion bias. If one uses the correctness concepts based on abstraction functions, biased 
specifications are harmful, because they restrict the range of implementations unne- 
cessarily. With the behavioural correctness concepts and the proof methods based 
on correspondences, biased specifications do not present this problem. 
5. Conclusions 
The behavioural equivalence relation between partial many-sorted algebras pro- 
vides a criterion for the correctness of data representations that is strictly more 
general than the standard representation concept. The behavioural inclusion relation, 
which defines the correctness of “partial” or “restricted” data representations, is 
strictly more general than the “partial implementation” concept of Kamin and 
Archer [ 123. 
Behavioural inclusion and equivalence are characterized by the existence of 
correspondences and strong correspondences between algebras. To establish a 
correspondence or strong correspondence is a convenient way to prove that two 
algebras are behaviourally related, and it is a method for proving the behavioural 
correctness of data representations. This method avoids the problems that biased 
specifications present in the conventional approach based on abstraction functions. 
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